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COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE MARKET UPDATE 
 

 

GENERAL 
市場概括 

 
 

CRE’s Technology Progress Report  
CRE的技術進展報告 

A well maintained structure is the first line of defense against extreme weather 
or structural damage. Regular monitoring and maintenance are essential.  

RETAIL 
購物商場 

Mall and Lifestyle Center Absorption Turns Negative for the First Time Since 
2010 
自 2010年以來購物中心和生活廣場市場吸收率首次低於平均值 

Department store closures are starting to catch up with retail property 
fundamentals.  
 
Geoffrey, LLC’s Assets to be Acquired by its Secured Lenders  
Geoffrey, LLC的資產將由其擔保貸方收購 

Wayne, NJ – October 2, 2018 – Geoffrey, LLC Toys “R” Us, Inc.’s intellectual 
property holding company subsidiary, announced today that it is moving forward 
with a plan for substantially all of its assets to be acquired by a group of investors 
led by Geoffrey, LLC’s existing secured lenders.  
 

MULTIFAMILY 
公寓樓 

Making Heads or Tails of the U.S. Multifamily Sector 
了解美國的公寓樓市場 

If you were to focus solely on the showing pace of rent gains, burgeoning supply 

and the rise in interest rates, you might assume that the real estate market isn’t 

in a strong place right now.  

 
Multifamily Investors Continue to Accept Low Cap Rates, but for How Long? 
公寓樓投資者還會接受低資產率多久？ 

Cap rates on multifamily transactions have not moved much since 2017, 
according to Real Capital Analytics.  
 

FINANCING 
貸款與資金 

Industry Faces Shortening Runway in 2018  
2018年房地產業面臨縮短跑道 

The U.S. economy is showing few signs of declaration, creating a matrix of 
growth opportunities across markets and property types. But for all its strengths, 
the real estate industry still faces its fair share of headwinds, as the post-
recession recovery borders on a decade.    
 
Consumer Money Rates (Mortgage Rate, Prime Rate, etc.) 

消費者市場利率：房貸、基本利率、等等 
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CRE’s Technology Progress Report  
CRE的技術進展報告 

By: Barbara Murray, Commercial Property Executive 
 
Portfolio management platform provider Building Engines and the Building Owners and Managers Association 
International have released Commercial Real Estate Technology Trends 2018, a report exploring how 
commercial real estate professionals are responding to the tech revolution in the industry. 
 
“CRE professionals are under increasing pressure to meet tenant expectations, reduce operating costs and adopt 
a host of constantly changing technologies,” Rob Brierley, 2017-2018 BOMA International chair & managing 
director with commercial real estate services firm Colliers International, said in a prepared statement. More 
than 600 CRE professionals were queried in the study. Building Engines and BOMA commissioned the responses 
to assess how organizations are making the most of their investment in ever-evolving technologies. 
 
Using a self-evaluation system, respondents ranked their effectiveness in various tech-related categories and the 
results were utilized to classify participants. Roughly 23 percent of the respondents deemed themselves 
achievers or property professionals who are at the forefront of the adoption and strategic deployment of 
technology. Approximately 59 percent of respondents fell into the category of maintainers—those professionals 
who are progressing right along with changes but aren’t early adopters. And only 18 percent branded 
themselves as trailers or those who are falling behind industry averages in adoption rates and results. 
 
Study findings shed light on the attitudes, characteristics and practices of the achievers.  
 
Follow the leader 
 
For companies interested in embracing CRE technology to the fullest, practices of achievers can serve as a 
playbook, of sorts. For example, achievers deploy “highly effective” solutions for more than half of the 
operational functions. “The report findings also drive home the value of thoughtfully investing in technology and 
taking calculated risks,” Brian Cappelli, BOMA International chair & vice president of asset management for 
investment funds manager GBX Group LLC, told Commercial Property Executive. “Highly effective technology 
users were much more likely to be early adopters and to factor in benefits beyond immediate cost savings—
benefits such as improved tenant experience and increased employee productivity.” 
 
Aside from looking at achievers, Building Engines and BOMA translated the study findings into a nutshell of a 
guideline for those organizations wishing to capitalize on technology that enhances building operations. First, 
the organizations recommend keeping an open mind to the benefits of technology. Building Engines and BOMA 
also advocate pursuing technology partners and solutions that prioritize integration and collaboration with other 
services. And the final general rule is to mind the importance of broad adoption and deep use to reap benefits 
fully. 
 
However, be they achievers, maintainers or trailers, the majority of CRE professionals view certain emerging 
technologies as inevitable factors in their business. Fifty-one percent of participants expect drones to have a 
significant or profound impact on the industry. And 54 percent believe Artificial Intelligence and Machine 
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Learning will have a significant impact as well. In the meantime, the study indicates much more can be done to 
promote CRE technology, existing and emerging. 
 
“The results show that the onus is on technology providers to meet the technology needs of owners and asset 
managers,” Phil Mobley, head of research at Building Engines, told CPE. “Simply solving an operational problem 
at the building level is a good thing, but it is not enough to satisfy a more sophisticated audience.” 
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Mall and Lifestyle Center Absorption Turns Negative for the First Time Since 2010 
自 2010年以來購物中心和生活廣場市場吸收率首次低於平均值 

By: Mary Diduch, National Real Estate Investor 
Following more than a year of major store closing announcements, it appears the vacancies are starting to have 
an impact on the retail sector’s property fundamentals. 
 
For the first time in nearly a decade, space absorption is negative for mall and lifestyle centers, according to 
research firm CoStar and other real estate firms that track this figure. 
“I think we hear often in the headlines about these store closures. … I think we’re starting to see these 
announcements turn to reality,” says Drew Myers, a consultant with CoStar Group. 
 
The U.S. mall and lifestyle center sector saw negative absorption of 1.86 million sq. ft. in the second quarter of 
2018, according to CoStar. That translates to annual supply growth of 0.6 percent, with demand at 0.2 percent. 
Power centers—where big retailers like Toys ‘R’ Us were likely to be found—have also taken a hit. For the 
second time this cycle, those properties saw negative absorption in the second quarter of the year, of 1.2 million 
sq. ft., according to CoStar. 
 
CoStar defines malls and lifestyle center properties as totaling 300,000 sq. ft. or more in size and having large 
anchor spaces. 
 
The firm tracked negative absorption for malls a handful of other times since 2007: during the first and second 
quarters in 2009 and the second quarter of 2010. “That’s coming out of a recession,” Myers notes. “Today we’re 
in a period of extended economic growth.” 
 
The change in property fundamentals comes as the mall industry braces for transformations and consolidations. 
Earlier this year, mall landlord GGP Inc. agreed to be taken over by the real estate arm of Brookfield Asset 
Management Inc. And last year, French real estate investment firm Unibail-Rodamco announced it was acquiring 
Australia-based Westfield Corp., which focuses on class-A malls. The trend also comes after a string of significant 
retailer closures and bankruptcies, from department stores Bon-Ton and Sears to Toys ‘R’ Us. Other department 
stores, like JC Penney, appear to be hanging on by a thread. 
 
There are fewer tenants looking for bigger box space,” says Haendel St. Juste, managing director and REIT 
analyst at Mizuho Securities USA. 
 
Data from brokerage firms Marcus & Millichap and JLL reflect a similar trend. According to Marcus & Millichap, 
the U.S. mall sector has seen a 1.1-million-sq.-ft. decline in absorption, as of the trailing 12 months through the 
second quarter. Absorption has otherwise been positive since 2008, except for in 2009, when the sector saw 
negative absorption of 5.8 million sq. ft. 
 
JLL has tracked negative absorption for the mall sector—of 2.1 million sq. ft. year-to-date as of the second 
quarter—for the first time this cycle, says James Cook, Americas director of retail research at the firm. “That’s 
really due to the department store closure announcements that finally started to hit our numbers,” he says, 
noting that the negative absorption is primarily impacting lesser-quality malls and that absorption for the retail 
sector overall was positive in the second quarter. 

https://www.nreionline.com/retail/flood-toys-r-us-space-comes-market-who-s-going-after-empty-boxes
https://www.nreionline.com/retail/retail-landlords-get-ready-deal-empty-toys-r-us-spaces
https://www.nreionline.com/retail/mall-mergers-accelerate-brookfield-propertys-buyout-ggp
https://www.nreionline.com/retail/mall-mergers-accelerate-brookfield-propertys-buyout-ggp
https://www.nreionline.com/retail/why-unibail-rodamco-buying-westfield
https://www.nreionline.com/retail/why-unibail-rodamco-buying-westfield
https://www.nreionline.com/retail/sears-prepares-more-store-closings-revenue-slumps
https://www.nreionline.com/retail/do-jc-penney-stores-have-future
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However, researchers from brokerage firm CBRE have found that the lifestyle center and mall segment has seen 
negative net absorption nine times since the third quarter of 2007. 
 
The store closures are also hurting malls’ vacancy rates. CoStar estimates that vacancy in the mall sector in the 
second quarter totaled 4.0 percent, a 30-basis-point jump from the quarter before. Marcus & Millichap is 
tracking vacancy at 4.2 percent, up from 4.0 percent in 2017, but below the 2010 peak of 5.5 percent. 
 
Amid this troubling climate for the mall space, mall REITs have continued to shed underperforming assets and 
working to redevelop others. Philadelphia-based PREIT sold 17 underperforming properties over the past five 
years and has worked to minimize the impact of the Bon-Ton liquidation through a proactive anchor 
replacement program, the firm said in April. 
 
CBL Properties, a REIT headquartered in Chattanooga, Tenn., sold roughly 20 malls through a disposition 
program that began about four years ago. The REIT continues to shed properties opportunistically, says Stephen 
Lebovitz, CEO. 
 
Despite what seem like bleak prospects for the regional mall sector, some in the industry say it’s a time of 
necessary transformation. Malls are turning into mixed-use entertainment centers, online-first retailers 
are growing their physical footprints and older bricks-and-mortar chains are shuttering underperforming stores 
to improve their performance. 
 
“There’s definitely a transition going on, with the types of uses that are occupying space in malls,” Lebovitz says. 
In the second quarter, the occupancy rate for CBL’s portfolio fell to 91.1 percent from 91.6 percent year-over-
year. Lebovitz says this year the REIT anticipated about 2.0 million sq. ft. of store closures in its malls, with 1.9 
million sq. ft. of that attributed to Bon-Ton. “The small-shop bankruptcy activity has been a lot more benign this 
year,” he says. 
 
The dip in demand for space is temporary as malls work to transition uses and shift away from heavy focus on 
apparel, Lebovitz notes. For example, 60 percent of CBL’s new leasing this year was with non-apparel tenants 
and the REIT is working to add, among several projects, a theater and an entertainment center in a former Sears 
box and a supermarket in a closed Bon-Ton space. Redevelopment projects can cost from $10 million to $20 
million, Lebovitz says. “We’re seeing strong demand to backfill the space,” he notes. 
 
The opportunity to revamp a large space—and increase rent with healthier tenants—also has some owners 
more than happy to get department store space back, St. Juste says. “You just want to be careful how much of 
the square footage you get back,” he says. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.nreionline.com/retail/analysts-ggp-deal-lowers-bar-mall-reit-values
https://investors.preit.com/investors/news-and-reports/press-release-details/2018/PREIT-Highlights-Differentiated-Portfolio-in-Response-to-Bon-Ton-Liquidation/default.aspx
https://www.nreionline.com/retail/inside-first-amazon-4-star-store-nyc
http://invest.cblproperties.com/file/Index?KeyFile=394469017
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Geoffrey, LLC’s Assets to Be Acquired by Its Secured Lenders 
Geoffrey, LLC的資產將由其擔保貸方收購 

Michael Freitag, Toys “R” Us 
 
WAYNE, NJ – October 2, 2018 – Geoffrey, LLC, Toys “R” Us, Inc.’s intellectual property holding company 
subsidiary, announced today that it is moving forward with a plan for substantially all of its assets to be acquired 
by a group of investors led by Geoffrey, LLC’s existing secured lenders.  
 
The announcement was made following a five month marketing effort by Boston-based Consensus, an 
investment bank retained to market the assets of Geoffrey, LLC, that resulted in several formal and informal 
proposals to acquire the intellectual property assets. After considering such proposals, it was determined that 
the proposal from the existing term lenders was meaningfully higher and better than any other global bid or the 
sum of the bids received on individual assets. The transition of the business to its new owners is pending 
approval of the United States Bankruptcy Court and all major creditor constituencies are supportive. Geoffrey, 
LLC thanks all parties that participated in discussions with the company over the prior months, particularly those 
that submitted proposals, for their thoughtful and diligent engagement. 
 
Geoffrey, LLC, as reorganized, will control a portfolio of intellectual property that includes trademarks, 
ecommerce assets and data associated with the Toys “R” Us and Babies “R” Us businesses in the United States 
and all over the world, including a portfolio of over 20 well-known toy and baby brands such as Imaginarium, 
Koala Baby, Fastlane and Journey Girls. The reorganized company will own rights to the Toys “R” Us and Babies 
“R” Us brands in all markets globally, with the exception of Canada. It will also become the licensor of the brands 
to the company’s existing network of franchisees operating in countries across Asia, Europe and the Middle East, 
and in South Africa. 
 
In addition to continuing to service these markets, the new owners are actively working with potential partners 
to develop ideas for new Toys “R” Us and Babies “R” Us stores in the United States and abroad that could bring 
back these iconic brands in a new and re-imagined way. Geoffrey LLC will provide additional detail on this front 
as it becomes available. 
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Making Heads or Tails of the U.S. Multifamily Sector 
了解美國的公寓樓市場 

By: Allen Shayanfekr, Forbes 

If you were to focus solely on the slowing pace of rent gains, burgeoning supply and the rise in interest rates, 
you might assume that the real estate market isn't in a strong place right now. But despite all of the above, the 
multifamily market is in a healthy position. Demand is being driven by encouraging demographic shifts and a 
strong economy. Despite moderating elements, because the economy is healthy, the apartment market is 
similarly healthy, even if the boom from earlier in this economic cycle has tapered off. 

GDP growth came in at 2.3% for the year in 2017, and a whopping 4.2% in Q2 2018. Consumers are buying 
confidently provided that tax cuts will improve yearly income even despite stagnant wage growth. Our 
multifamily clients are anticipating that U.S. rent growth should maintain its current pace, largely thanks to cities 
in the South and West, where supply hasn't outpaced demand. 

According to the Spring 2018 Yardi Matrix U. S. Multifamily Outlook report, given the state of supply and 
demand in most metro areas and the steady economy, rents are projected to increase by 2.9% nationwide this 
year, with heavy concentration in late-stage southern and western U.S. markets. However, concerns about 
affordability are keeping prices from rising at an exceptionally fast rate, and new supply is also helping to keep 
those costs level. As for the supply, completions are expected to maintain the same steady pace they have over 
the past few years. Absorption rates are anticipated to remain strong for the remainder of the year, and 290,000 
additional units are expected to finish construction by 2018, resulting in a 2.2% increase of stock. Another big 
factor that's supporting the real estate market is the steady flow of capital pouring into the industry. 

Given all this, the outlook for multifamily units remains bright and stable, barring unforeseen risks, in most 
locales. Real estate investment requires assessing local markets, so analyzing the data from individual property 
markets is always wise. 

Opportunities And Risks For Multifamily Developers 

The economy appears to be in a healthy state. Reduced taxes from the recent Tax Cuts and Jobs Act and 
the booming equity markets combined to increase consumer confidence in the early part of the year. Last year's 
2.3% increase in the GDP was driven largely by business investment and exports, according to the Yardi 
report. However, the market is also volatile right now, given the shake-up in international trade stemming from 
tariffs and strong-arm trade maneuvers with some of the U.S.'s trade partners. Still, short of an actual recession 
that hasn’t shown up in any predictions for this year, the multifamily sector will withstand any market volatility. 

However, the biggest outside factor that is likely to impact commercial real estate markets is the threat of rising 
interest rates. The Treasury seems to be considering 3%, which would make it higher than it has been for the 
past few years. Given the federal deficit and anticipated economic growth, rates are much more likely to 
increase than decrease, which could have a major impact on the cost of debt. 

The oldest millennials, now in their mid-30s, may be impacted by the rate increase as they consider 
homeownership versus renting. Most millennials are still in their 20s, however, meaning that there shouldn’t be 

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/A191RL1Q225SBEA
https://www.nreionline.com/finance-investment/more-foreign-capital-flowing-real-estate-debt-funds
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-07-25/stock-market-boom-shows-trade-war-is-becoming-background-noise
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-budget-deficit-widened-in-august-treasury-says-1536861724
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a major shift in demand for multifamily rentals in the short term. Moreover, this doesn’t change the predictions 
of steady and continued job growth, which will continue to decrease unemployment, increase wages and 
balance out interest rate hikes. 

Supply And Demand Trends 

Development has been slowing down for the past two years, with over 300,000 completions nationwide, 
compared to this year’s forecast of only 290,000 completions according to the Yardi report. This is likely because 
projects have been taking longer to complete, an issue that stems both from rising material costs and shortages 
of labor. That means that the current rate of development should stay steady instead of rising to meet demand. 
This won’t affect the multifamily market in the next year, but it’s something to watch in the future. 

Demand, however, should continue to be strong, especially considering that developers are going to be more 
cautious about projects given the problems listed above and the increasing cost of land, Yardi reports. Some 
metro areas, like New York, have a glut of luxury developments that are more difficult to fill. Other cities that 
have historically had high demand are seeing a loss of interest. Washington, D.C., and Austin are good examples 
of this trend, and rent growth in those markets should be low going into 2019 due to competition. However, on 
a national scale, development should roughly pace with demand. 

Are developers bringing the right product to market? Yardi reports that most new developments have focused 
on the luxury portion of the market, while demand has been increasing for middle-income renters at a much 
faster rate than for those that can afford luxury units. As a result, a larger number of luxury housing has been 
left unoccupied. 

The smart money right now is investing in developments that cater to midmarket multifamily living. Markets on 
the edge of urban cores, including outer boroughs of New York City as well as suburban markets within short 
commuting distances of metro areas, are prime locations to invest and meet the growing demand of middle-
income renters seeking value and affordability. 

Outlook 

Despite a few negative trends, the multifamily market will remain stable and strong through the remainder of 
the year. The market is most active in southern and western regions, especially near up-and-coming tech hubs, 
and the economic conditions are still solid enough to support a healthy real estate market moving into next 
year. Those looking to invest in developments would benefit most from non-luxury projects aimed toward the 
outskirts of metro centers, since the demand for more affordable housing is rising and most new projects are 
adding to an already crowded luxury market. 
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Multifamily Investors Continue to Accept Low Cap Rates, But for How Long? 
公寓樓投資者還會接受低資產率多久？ 

By: Bendix Anderson, National Real Estate Investor  
 
Experts keep waiting for the yield to rise on multifamily investments. 
 
At conferences, leading investors and industry analysts repeat the same question: “Are interest rates going to go 
up any more and will capitalization rates respond?” says Jim Costello, senior vice president with research firm 
Real Capital Analytics (RCA), who is currently making the rounds of the fall apartment conferences, most 
recently at the Association of Foreign Investors in Real Estate (AFIRE), held in September in Ellicott City, Md. 
Benchmark interest rates have already risen more than half a percentage point in the last year—and they seem 
to be rising further this fall. But cap rates for apartment properties seem frozen in place. New buyers continue 
to step forward, paying high prices that keep average cap rates fixed at record lows. 
 
“There are always new buyers,” says Brian McAuliffe, president of institutional properties with CBRE Capital 
Markets. 
 
Cap rates still low 
 
Since the fall 2016, investors have accepted cap rates that average in the mid-5 percent range for apartment 
properties in the United States. Cap rates on apartment acquisitions have averaged 5.6 percent since 2017, with 
almost no movement, according to RCA data. 
 
At the same time, the yield on benchmark rates like the yield on U.S. Treasury bonds have changed quite a bit—
rising from their low point of less than 1.5 percent in the spring 2016 to a little under 2.5 for most of 2017. 
Treasury bond yields rose again, from under 2.5 percent to roughly 3.0 percent, when Congress passed its new 
tax law and through the spring of 2018. More recently, in September 2018, the yield on Treasuries began to 
move again towards 3.1 percent. 
 
Rising Treasury yields are likely to push cap rates higher eventually, but not immediately. 
 
“Though many investors believe that cap rate movement aligns with interest rates, traditionally the two have 
shown little short-term synchronization,” says John Chang, senior vice president and national director of 
research services with brokerage firm Marcus & Millichap. 
 
For now, lenders are absorbing some of the shock of rising yields on Treasury bonds. The interest rates charged 
by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac lenders are directly tied to these bond yields, but many lenders are cutting the 
amount that they add to the Treasury bond yields to keep their interest rates relatively low. “Mortgage rates are 
not rising one-to-one along with interest rates,” says Costello. 
 
The interest rates borrowers pay on multifamily loans are still inching higher, however. Rising Treasury yields 
push the yields higher for other investments, giving potential buyers of apartment properties more choices on 
where to spend their money. High-yielding alternatives to buying apartment buildings are likely to eventually 
affect apartment cap rates. 

https://www.nreionline.com/finance-investment/nine-cre-experts-weigh-impact-fed-s-likely-interest-rate-increase
https://www.nreionline.com/finance-investment/nine-cre-experts-weigh-impact-fed-s-likely-interest-rate-increase
https://www.nreionline.com/finance-investment/caution-potential-inverted-yield-curve-ahead
https://www.nreionline.com/finance-investment/caution-potential-inverted-yield-curve-ahead
https://www.nreionline.com/lending/life-company-lenders-feel-pressure-tighten-spreads-cre-loans
https://www.nreionline.com/lending/life-company-lenders-feel-pressure-tighten-spreads-cre-loans
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“We anticipate (assuming interest rates continue to rise) that cap rates will eventually rise with them… there is 
still time for cap rates to react,” says Andrew Rybczynski, senior consultant at research firm the CoStar Group. 
 
New buyers keep bidding for apartment properties 
 
The pool of potential buyers for apartment properties continues to be very large. If one investor is unwilling to 
pay a high price—and accept a low investment yield for a property acquisition—another potential buyer may be 
willing. “Some groups closing now are groups that were unsuccessful in the first half, but are successful now,” 
says CBRE’s McAuliffe. “Their appetite was unsatisfied.” 
 
Investment sales volume in the apartment sector climbed again in August and is on pace to hit the record high 
annual volume of $159.1 billion seen back in 2016, according to RCA. 
 
Apartment rents are not growing as quickly today as they did a few years ago. But rent growth and occupancy 
rates for rental apartments are still strong enough to attract investors, even if they have to accept low cap rates. 
 
“The very strong underlying demand drivers for apartment housing are largely offsetting buyer concerns so far,” 
says Chang. 
 
Although the pace of new apartment construction remains elevated, most markets continue to see demand that 
is in alignment with new supply, Chang notes. As a result, vacancy rates and rent growth remain favorable. 
 
That said, there are pockets of U.S. facing over-supply risk, and in those areas the transaction activity has 
softened. Rents are also growing more slowly in markets across the country and that should put pressure on cap 
rates. 
 
“When rent growth expectations are high, a lower initial yield is acceptable, but as rent growth expectations 
shrink, partially because of large amounts of supply under construction, partly because of relatively weak wage 
growth, going-in yields (cap rates) should rise,” says CoStar’s Rybczynski. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.nreionline.com/multifamily/do-widespread-rent-concessions-apartment-sector-signal-problem
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Industry Faces Shortening Runway in 2018 
2018年房地產業面臨縮短跑道 

By: Sanyu Kyeyune, Commercial Property Executive 
 
The U.S. economy is approaching a decade of expansion, making this cycle the third longest on record. For the 
real estate industry, the slow but steady recovery has been largely fruitful. 

This year’s rollout of new tax legislation has provided a welcome boost to commercial property owners, while 
near-full employment, historically low interest rates, unprecedented demographic shifts and changing consumer 
preferences have all driven demand across sectors. Technology’s impact has never been more pronounced: 
Innovation has been a boon for industrial growth and a challenge to office and retail, while leading occupiers to 
vie for attractive locations and compete for a dwindling talent pool. Though affordability has been increasingly 
problematic for multifamily, it has served to widen the range of opportunities owners and developers are 
considering. 

As the cycle wears on, volatility, particularly around policy, calls into question how much runway the industry 
has left. So while the prospects look strong overall, growth is likely to moderate from recent years in the coming 
months. 

Pricing Problems 

Transactions started the year slowly, despite rising 6.2 percent year-over-year in the first quarter of 2018. The 
uptick was the first of its kind since 2016’s third quarter, according to Real Capital Analytics (RCA) and Cushman 
& Wakefield. Coming in at 80 percent of total deal volume, core single-asset sales were responsible for most of 
this velocity, reaching their highest level on record at nearly $57 billion, up 10 percent in 12 months. 

The gradual pullback in deal flow is due in part to dislocation around pricing, which has led more investors to 
postpone trades, despite having a wealth of dry powder on hand. “It’s hard to get a meeting of the minds 
between buyers and sellers,” said Ryan Severino, chief economist of JLL. Plus, the commercial real estate market 
is frothy at this point, he added, so even if sellers are able to offload assets, they’re finding it increasingly 
difficult to deploy proceeds into reasonably priced opportunities. 
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Sources: Real Capital Analytics, Cushman & Wakefield Research 

Price growth isn’t pointing to an imminent comeback in transaction volume, either, having dipped slightly since 
peaking at 13 percent in the first quarter of 2015. Led by multifamily (11.1 percent) and industrial (11.3 
percent), overall values rose by 8.5 percent year-over-year in the first quarter of 2018, according to RCA. And 
although price returns have rebounded since mid-2017, when they slid to a 6.7 percent trough, “investors 
should not count on appreciation returns. … Rather, steady income returns should provide a solid basis for 
investment strategy,” warned CBRE Americas Head of Research & Senior Economic Advisor Spencer Levy. 

Capital Concerns 

Despite the mix of headwinds and tailwinds, investors are adapting their strategies to identify opportunities in a 
more diverse set of markets. Previously, foreign capital providers targeted mostly core CBD office assets in a few 
top cities, but now that they have become familiar with these places, said MetLife Investment Management 
Head of Real Estate Research Adam Ruggiero, “they’re likely to become a more permanent presence, increasing 
liquidity in the secondary markets and marginally reducing competition in the largest markets.” However, the 
global policy picture remains hazy, along with the future of trade relations, making the appeal of U.S. real estate 
to foreign investors anything but a given. 
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Private capital providers have stepped in to seize higher-yielding opportunities for current income. This cohort 
made a splash in 2018’s first quarter, charting a record 18 percent year-over-year increase in acquisition volume, 
according to RCA and Cushman & Wakefield Research. “All investors search for yield, but also the appropriate 
blend of yield versus risk,” explained Managing Director & Head of Real Estate Debt Strategies for MetLife Real 
Estate Investors Gary Otten. “In the current cycle, the investor bias appears to be generally leaning toward a 
trade for safety vs. yield. … This is evidenced by the amount of traditional real estate equity players entering the 
debt space and the amount of newly formed open- and closed-end debt funds, as well.” 

The effect of rising interest rates has become clearer this year: The hikes have done little to move pricing 
because the signaled, gradual upticks didn’t shock markets, explained Revathi Greenwood, Americas Head of 
Research for Cushman & Wakefield. Instead, “the (question) now is how fast—not how much—rates will 
increase,” Greenwood continued. “If rates go up rapidly, investors might get more cautious.” 

Meanwhile, cap rates have stayed relatively flat. By RCA’s tally, the volume-weighted average cap rate on 
transactions was 5.7 percent as of the first quarter of 2018, in line with historical averages since the second 
quarter of 2014. The industrial sector, however, posted a 28-basis-point cap rate increase in the first quarter, 
according to CBRE, helping to cement its position as a cyclical darling. 

Flourishing Fundamentals 

Industrial. Industrial’s contribution to deal volume peaked at almost 20 percent, with trades up $4.5 billion, 
nearly double their 10-year average. The sector has found its strength in “the robust economy, combined with 
the growth in online retailers and retail sales, both of which require growing warehousing and distribution 
needs, particularly with multiple access points to shorten the product delivery cycle to the consumer,” said 
Otten. In its 32nd quarter of positive net absorption—including 50 million square feet absorbed in 2018’s first 
quarter—the segment saw an all-time-low vacancy rate of 5.1 percent, even after 53 million square feet worth 
of new product came online. 

The rise in demand for U.S. exports continues to be a win for the industrial sector, adding to the appeal of 
logistics properties, primarily those located near ports. Class A deliveries are testing the growth prospects for 
warehouse/distribution space, which saw the highest asking rent on record in 2018’s first quarter ($5.46 per 
square foot), reported Colliers International. 

Retail. Following a strong holiday season, the retail sector is benefiting from a rise in consumer confidence and 
spending, too, and tax reform stands to better the segment’s future. First-quarter vacancy has been stable at 4.6 
percent, according to JLL, while net absorption and asking rents both rose, reported CBRE. Facing limited 
opportunities to acquire core retail assets, investors are looking more to secondary, non-gateway markets with 
above-average wage and population growth. As a result, redevelopment has become a more prevalent strategy 
for deriving value from underutilized assets. 

But e-commerce continues to create headwinds for the retail sector, where trades fell by $2.5 billion in the first 
quarter of 2018, according to online transaction platform Ten-X Commercial. Divergence in pricing expectations 
is partly to blame for the slowdown, though some big-ticket deals, such as Brookfield Property Partners’ 
acquisition of GGP, could shine light on valuations later this year. Expected to close in the third quarter, the 

https://www.cpexecutive.com/post/sales-volume-cap-rates/
https://www.multihousingnews.com/post/investment-14/
https://www.cpexecutive.com/post/brookfield-strikes-deal-to-acquire-rest-of-ggp/
https://www.cpexecutive.com/post/brookfield-strikes-deal-to-acquire-rest-of-ggp/
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transaction will create an entity with ownership interests in around $90 billion worth of assets and annual net 
operating income in excess of $4 billion. 

 

Sources: CoStar, Cushman & Wakefield Research 

Hospitality. “Correlated to a strong economy, the hospitality sector looks like it will outperform this year,” 
offered Greenwood, pointing to a balanced pipeline that has helped boost occupancy. In its 2018 outlook, PwC 
predicted record occupancy of 66.3 percent for the sector, sustained by increasing demand from business 
travelers. This trend is likely to support room rate increases, which helped generate a 3.5 percent RevPAR hike in 
the first quarter of 2018, according to Zacks Investment Research. 
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Larger deals and portfolio trades elevated hotel’s contribution to total volume to 10.2 percent, for a more than 
60 percent increase. One such blockbuster, announced in May, is Blackstone’s $4.8 billion acquisition of LaSalle 
Hotel Properties. Expected to close in the third quarter, the transaction will expand the firm’s reach with 41 
properties in 11 markets, totaling more than 10,000 guest rooms. 

Still, the hospitality sector continues to struggle with a decline in international travel and tourism, compounded 
further by U.S. policies aimed at curbing immigration and crossborder trade. Mounting hotel construction costs 
are also compressing new deliveries, which were 1.6 percent lower in January 2018 than the prior year, 
according to Cushman & Wakefield. Add the mounting deterioration of U.S. infrastructure—and uncertainty 
around what an infrastructure bill would look like—and the sector’s trajectory becomes even more obscure. 

Multifamily. Shifting demographics have helped fuel multifamily growth: Rentals have risen in popularity among 
Baby Boomers seeking large, amenity-rich living spaces and Millennials postponing home purchases. On the 
heels of last year’s post-recession peak in deliveries, the multifamily sector looks to exceed that number, with 
360,000 new units in 2018, according to Yardi Matrix. 

However, too little of this supply is in the workforce and affordable housing segments, pointing to the sector’s 
worsening affordability issue. Economic expansion has generally helped investor and consumer confidence 
during this cycle, but it has not resulted in meaningful wage growth in recent years, despite ever-rising rental 
rates. Although rents are generally trending up, overall rent growth has tempered, declining to under 3 percent 
in April 2018, according to Yardi Matrix. 

Specialty’s stability 

Niche property segments remain a hot target for investors and an opportunity to subvert some of the 
overheating occurring within the primary sectors and markets. Self-storage developers, for example, continue to 
chase population growth nationwide, planting new facilities in cities with strong, Millennial-driven in-migration 
and historically lower supply. Nashville, Portland and Denver led the pipeline pack, according to data provider 
Yardi Matrix, and at 5 to 6 square feet per person, new inventory in those markets stands a good chance of 
being absorbed, albeit slowly. By contrast, the Inland Empire, Los Angeles and San Francisco—California markets 
with high barriers to development—had the smallest pipelines. Overall, the 2,100 facilities planned or under 
construction comprised 9 percent of the 26,200 completed properties tracked by Yardi Matrix. 

Concurrently, rents in the sector are contracting in response to new absorption: Year-over-year in April 2018, 
nationwide rates showed a 1.7 percent drop for the average 10-by-10-foot unit, following a 5 percent rise the 
previous fall. But in areas that have sustained positive rent growth, such as the Desert Southwest and Southern 
California, the picture remains fairly balanced. In most cities, the same applies when comparing climate- and 
non-climate-controlled units: The two segments reported similar rent gains, except for markets with above-
average development levels. One such metro is Phoenix, where new supply besting the U.S. trend by 50 percent 
contributed to 8 percent rent growth for climate-controlled units, as opposed to just 2 percent for non-climate 
units. 

https://www.cpexecutive.com/post/blackstone-to-buy-gramercy-property-trust-for-7-6b/
https://www.cpexecutive.com/post/blackstone-to-buy-gramercy-property-trust-for-7-6b/
https://www.multihousingnews.com/post/multifamily-strength-affordability-issues-to-persist-in-2018-freddie-mac/
https://www.multihousingnews.com/post/national-multifamily-outlook-for-2018/
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Tapping into technology 

Across industries, job growth remains strong: The unemployment rate fell 50 basis points in 12 months, to an 
18-year low of 3.8 percent in May, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. By 2022, technology and health-
care jobs are expected to grow the most, at 21.5 percent. So far in 2018, technology-related firms were 
responsible for 27 percent of leasing activity, noted Greenwood. 

“Cities like Austin are seeing excellent job growth and relocation, even by big-name firms from (larger cities),” 
offered EY Global Real Estate, Hospitality & Construction Leader Mark Grinis. For occupiers, this has reinforced 
the need to stay ahead of innovation in the technology sector. As corporations continue to struggle with labor 
shortages, more occupiers are investing in space efficiency by creating flexible, amenity-rich, technology-
enabled workspaces aimed at attracting and retaining talent. 

 

Source: Cushman & Wakefield Research 

Technological innovation has impacted deal flow, too, particularly in the office sector, for which Ten-X 
Commercial reported a $9.5 billion drop in the first quarter of 2018. Potential oversupply also poses a risk to the 
office segment, most notably in a select few gateway cities—such as New York, Washington, D.C., and Chicago—
which accounted for more than one-third of all U.S. construction underway. So does coworking’s ongoing rise as 
a more flexible alternative to conventional office space and its typically longer leases. 
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As in 2017, the office sector remains bifurcated by class: First-quarter net absorption fell to its lowest annualized 
level since 2010, at 3.7 million square feet. By contrast, Class A assets reported net absorption of 8.5 million 
square feet, according to JLL. But within the class, vacancy is diverging between suburban (up 20 basis points) 
and CBD (down 20 basis points) assets, due to pre-leasing of new supply by the latter group. At the same time, a 
few markets—led by Houston, Silicon Valley and New Jersey—saw the most profound decrease in leasing 
activity. Large construction projects contributed to first-quarter deliveries exceeding 100 million square feet. 

Downside Defense  

The predictability of past cycles doesn’t provide an adequate view of what’s going on today, explained FTI 
Consulting Senior Managing Director Jahn Brodwin. “It would appear that economic cycles have fundamentally 
shifted,” concurred Deloitte U.S. Real Estate & Construction Leader Jim Berry. “What I would say is different this 
time is the maturity of the industry,” Berry added. Cushman & Wakefield, on the other hand, forecasts an end to 
the recovery in 2020, said Greenwood. 

Should a downturn hit, CBRE’s Levy recommended that investors extend existing debt, maintain an agile capital 
stack and advise their equity partners that they may need to increase—rather than freeze—spending. 

“There are few signs that commercial real estate is overbuilt, overleveraged or overheated,” suggested Nareit 
Senior Vice President of Research & Economic Analysis Calvin Schnure. “And that’s good news for the rest of this 
year and for 2019.” 

While the timing of a slowdown remains undefined, one thing is certain: In order to stay ahead of real estate’s 
accelerated evolution, the industry will need to embrace creative strategies for unlocking value and achieving 
further growth. 
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Consumer Money Rates (Mortgage Rate, Prime Rate, etc.) 

消費者市場利率：房貸、基本利率、等等 

(Reprinted with Permission of the Wall Street Journal) 

 
Yield/Rate (%)  52-Week Change in PCT. PTS 

UUInterest Rate Last                            Wk Ago High Low 52-week 3-yr 

Federal-Funds rate target 2.00-
2.25 

2.00-
2.25 

2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 

Prime rate* 5.25 5.25 5.25 4.25 1.00 2.00 

Money market, annual yield 0.42 0.42 0.53 0.25 0.10 0.12 

Five-year CD, annual yield  1.86 1.85 1.89 1.46 0.40 0.39 

30-year mortgage, fixed 4.97 4.73 4.97 3.85 1.04 1.18 

15-year mortgage, fixed 4.27 4.13 4.27 3.15 1.06 1.28 

Jumbo mortgages, $424,000-plus 5.04 4.92 5.16 4.21 0.60 0.63 

Five-year adj mortgage (ARM) 4.85 4.63 4.89 3.39 1.31 1.60 

New-car loan, 48-month 4.54 3.94 4.54 2.99 1.47 1.38 

Home-equity loan, $30,000 … … … … … … 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Disclaimer 
 
The information provided in this Commercial Real Estate Market Update is not advice and should be treated as 
such. Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing paragraph, we do not represent, warrant, undertake 
or guarantee that the information in this Commercial Real Estate Market Update is correct, accurate, complete 
or non-misleading. STC Management will not be liable in any respect of any special, indirect or consequential 
loss or damage. If any section of this disclaimer if determined by any court or other competent authority to be 
unlawful and/or unenforceable, the other sections of this disclaimer continue in full force and effect. 
 
The information provided in this Commercial Real Estate Market Update is the intellectual property rights of 
each credited source (“Source Material”) and does not belong to STC Management. The information provided in 
this Commercial Real Estate Market Update is for education purposes only and any dissemination of the Source 
Material is the sole and legal right of each credited source.  


